
It’s a decade since we  
met people fighting 
unconventional demons in 
My Strange Addiction. Now 
we are returning to find 
out how they are coping. 
And we meet others who 
need to overcome their 
often unsafe habits, 
including obsessive urine 
drinking and eating cat 
hair. Friends and family 
plea for them to get help 
and medics explain exactly 
how these addictions are 
harming their health.

 l My Strange Addiction: 
Still Addicted?, Wednesday 
24 April, Really 

Josh Widdicombe and Nish Kumar are 
zigzagging the UK working on local 
newspapers in a mission to fine 

great stories which would make the 
front page. The boys are determined to 

do a lot better than they did last time 
– let’s not forget Nish’s attempt to chase 
Boris Johnson down in Blackpool!

 l Hold The Front Page, Wednesday  
24 April, Sky Max and NOW

SCOOP?

Ten years 
on…

TV WEEK We are joining Bon Jovi as 
they reconsider their future 
while singer Jon deals with a 
vocal injury which could end 
his career in a new four-part 
documentary series. As well 
as being there with the group 
at their most vulnerable 
moment, we are treated to 
40 years of personal videos, 
unreleased early demos, 
original lyrics, and never 
before seen photos.

 l Thank You, Goodnight: 
The Bon Jovi Story, Friday  
26 April, Disney+

Turning Turning 
pointpoint

G et ready to spend the year with 
Jamie Oliver as we start an extended 
series split into four parts to take  

us through spring, summer, autumn and 
winter 2024. Beginning with spring, Jamie 

creates inspiring recipes using ingredients 
which are currently in season and can be 
grown at home.

 l Jamie Cooks Spring, Monday  
29 April, Channel 4

Paul Gadd – better 
known as Gary Glitter – 

was an iconic performer  
in his heyday but was later 

exposed as a predatory child 
abuser. Weaving together historical 

victim testimony and interviews 
with those who met Glitter on the 

showbiz circuit and lawyers involved 
in both the prosecution and defence, 
this is a portrait of a man who has 
continued to offend even after jail 
terms around the world.

 l Glitter, Tuesday 23 April, ITV1

SEASONAL CHEF

GLITTER’S CRIMES
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TV timings are subject to change

NEWNEW  
THIS WEEKTHIS WEEKChallengers

Game, set, match! Tennis coach Tashi is married to a champion 
on a losing streak, so to get him back on form, she enters him into a 
low-level pro tournament. However, things take a turn when he finds 
himself facing his former best friend and Tashi’s ex, Patrick. As tensions 
run high, Tashi must ask herself: what will it cost to win? 

Tomorrow’s Freedom
Documenting the life and imprisonment 
of Marwan Barghouti, this moving  
film highlights his fight for freedom 
alongside the plight of the Palestinians 
through archive footage and interviews. 
Dubbed by many as “the Palestinian 
Nelson Mandela”, could Barghouti be 
the key to peace in the Middle East?

You Are Here by  
David Nicholls (Sceptre)
Marnie is stuck working alone in her London flat and 
often feels like life’s passing her by. Michael is increasingly 
reclusive, reeling from his wife’s departure. After they’re 
brought together, they suddenly find themselves alone 
on the most epic of walks which proves that sometimes 
you need to get lost to find your way…

An Ideal Husband by  
Erica James (Harper Collins)
After 30 years of marriage, Louisa is stunned when 
husband Kip asks for a divorce, as he has been secretly 
seeing a younger woman. Despite the betrayal, Louisa 
sets about making a new life for herself while Kip finds 
himself facing challenges and begins to learn that 
living the dream may not be as simple as he thought...

The Other Tenant  
by Lesley Kara (Penguin)
When Marlow accepts a position as a live-in property 
guardian, she finds herself moving somewhere she  
swore she’d never return to. One of the other tenants has 
disappeared, and Marlow suspects that the nine other 
guardians know more than they’re letting on. Can she 
uncover the truth before her past catches up with her?
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C laudia Winkleman is back meeting 
astonishingly talented pianists who are 
making commuters stop in their tracks 

playing in train stations. Listening in will be 
acclaimed musicians Lang Lang and Mika.  
And Claudia, 52, who says she’s not musical  
at all, admits she is still blown away by the 
reactions. “It was amazing for me to watch 
everyone rushing through the stations and 

then stopping as soon as someone started 
playing the piano. I was blown away by the 
power of it.” We’ll also get to catch up with 
last year’s winner Lucy, soon, in The Incredibly 
Talented Lucy. This new documentary follows 
winner Lucy, who is blind and neurodiverse, 
and the way she communicates through music 
with the help of her piano teacher, Daniel.

 l The Piano, Sunday 28 April, Channel 4

Magical music


